Recent studies have shown that the ubiquitin system had its origins in ancient cofactor/amino acid biosynthesis pathways. Preliminary studies also indicated that conjugation systems for other peptide tags on proteins, such as pupylation, have evolutionary links to cofactor/amino acid biosynthesis pathways. Following up on these observations, we systematically investigated the non-ribosomal amidoligases of the ATP-grasp, glutamine synthetase-like and acetyltransferase folds by classifying the known members and identifying novel versions. We then established their contextual connections using information from domain architectures and conserved gene neighborhoods. This showed remarkable, previously uncharacterized functional links between diverse peptide ligases, several peptidases of unrelated folds and enzymes involved in synthesis of modified amino acids. Using the network of contextual connections we were able to predict numerous novel pathways for peptide synthesis and modification, amine-utilization, secondary metabolite synthesis and potential peptide-tagging systems. One potential peptide-tagging system, which is widely distributed in bacteria, involves an ATP-grasp domain and a glutamine synthetase-like ligase, both of which are circularly permuted, an NTN-hydrolase fold peptidase and a novel alpha helical domain. Our analysis also elucidates key steps in the biosynthesis of antibiotics such as friulimicin, butirosin and bacilysin and cell surface structures such as capsular polymers and teichuronopeptides. We also report the discovery of several novel ribosomally synthesized bacterial peptide metabolites that are cyclized via amide and lactone linkages formed by ATP-grasp enzymes. We present an evolutionary scenario for the multiple convergent origins of peptide ligases in various folds and clarify the bacterial origin of eukaryotic peptide-tagging enzymes of the TTL family.
Introduction
Conjugation of peptide or polypeptide tags to target proteins (peptide tagging) is a pervasive feature in both eukaryotes and bacteria. In eukaryotes Ub and Ub-like (Ubl) proteins, which are conjugated to target proteins, are the best known peptide tags. 1, 2 Shorter tags in the form of single amino acids, such as leucine/phenylalanine and arginine are also added to the N-termini of proteins as a part of the N-end rule pathway. 3 A comparable single amino acid tag in eukaryotes is the addition of tyrosine to targets such as tubulin. Tubulin and several other proteins are also targets of longer peptide chains, primarily comprised of poly-glutamate or poly-glycine. 4, 5 In bacteria the most conserved tag is an oligopeptide which is co-translationally added to the C-termini of proteins via the tmRNA system. 6 Several bacteria further possess equivalents of the N-end rule tagging via leucine/phenylalanine and arginine, and polyglutamate tags such as those added to the ribosomal protein S6. 3, 7 More recently, we described homologs of the eukaryotic ubiquitin system in certain bacteria, which appear to be functionally linked to E1 and E2 homologs, suggesting the possibility of Ub-like conjugation in these organisms. 8 A similar system involving just the E1 protein is also used in bacterial and possibly archaeal cysteine synthesis pathways in which the newly synthesized cysteine is tagged as the terminal residue of an Ubl. [9] [10] [11] Furthermore, another small protein Pup, which is unrelated to Ub, also appears to be conjugated to target proteins in actinobacteria and certain other bacterial lineages (pupylation). 12, 13 Eukaryotic ubiquitination, N-end rule modification, tmRNA-based tagging and pupylation appear to have a key role in destabilizing tagged proteins-i.e. targeting them for degradation via ATP-dependent unfolding and proteolytic systems (e.g. the proteasome or the ClpA/B system). 14, 15 This convergent evolution of peptide-tagging on multiple occasions is probably due to the strong selective pressure exerted by the presence of powerful generalized proteolytic systems in cells-the addition of a specific tag ensures that only a tagged protein and not just any protein in the cell is targeted for destruction by such systems. It is evident that in both bacteria and eukaryotes these tags have been further used as regulatory modifications that modify the properties of targeted proteins, especially in terms of their interactions with other biomolecules as a part of signaling pathways. 8, 16 These modifications usually occur via peptide or isopeptide linkages. Peptide linkages involve the N-and C-termini of target proteins (e.g. N-end, bacterial S6 glutamylation and tmRNA-based tagging and certain ubiquitination events), whereas isopeptide linkages occur via the epsilon amino group of lysine or the gamma carboxylate of glutamate (e.g. ubiquitination, polyglutamylation and pupylation). In a small number of instances the linkage appears to involve a thioester bond with a target cysteine. 17 Despite the diversity in these modifications there are some general themes that unify the enzymes catalyzing them. The tmRNA functions as both a tRNA and an mRNA in the formation of a conventional peptide bond via the ribosome. 6 Likewise the leucyl/phenylalanyl or argininyl transfer in the N-end rule utilizes a tRNA charged with either of these amino acids as a substrate to link the amino acid in a peptide linkage to the target NH 2 group. 3 However, this peptide bond formation is catalyzed by transferases that are related to the NH 2 -group acetyltransferases (GNAT), but differ from them in using an aminoacylated tRNA in place of acetyl-coA. 18, 19 In the case of Ub/Ubl conjugation the core pathway is comprised of two enzymes, E1 and E2. The first step in this process, catalyzed by E1, involves charging of the carboxyl group via adenylation in an ATP-dependent reaction. 9, 10, 20 This is followed by the transfer of the Ub/Ubl via successive thiocarboxylate linkages to the target NH 2 group to form a peptide or isopeptide linkage. In contrast to the E1-catalyzed reaction, pupylation, polyglutamylation, polyglycinylation and tyrosinylation involve a single enzyme that catalyzes the condensation of the COOH and NH 2 groups using the free energy of ATP. 4, 12, 21 These peptide bond formations proceed through the charging of the carboxylate via formation of an acyl phosphate, which is then attacked by the nitrogen of the amino group to form a carbonyl linkage. Two distinct folds of enzymes catalyze this reaction. In the case of pupylation, the ligase belongs to the carboxylate-amino group ligase (COOH-NH 2 ligases) or glutamine synthetase fold, 12 whereas polyglutamylation, polyglycination and tyrosinylation are catalyzed by members of the ATP-grasp fold. 4, 5 A number of studies have shown that the E1 enzymes of the Ub-conjugation pathway first arose in the context of ancient biosynthetic pathways of the cofactors thiamine and molybdopterin. [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] Subsequently, in course of prokaryotic diversification they appear to have been recruited to a range of biosynthetic pathways including those for cysteine and numerous small molecule secondary metabolites such as siderophores, modified peptides, and acylated amino acid derivatives. [8] [9] [10] 27, 28 A preliminary investigation of the COOH-NH 2 ligase fold shows that members of this fold are enzymes involved in the two ancient glutamine biosynthesis pathways-stand-alone (glutamine synthetase) and tRNA linked (GatABC). [29] [30] [31] Peptide ligases such as the glutamatecysteine ligases, which catalyze the first step in the synthesis of the peptide cofactor glutathione, gamma-glutamylputrescine synthetase, which conjugates putrescine to the gamma carboxylate of glutamate, 32 and the Pup-ligase appear to be evolutionary derivatives of glutamine synthetase. 12 The ATP-grasp is also an ancient fold of which two distinct forms, namely the nucleic acid ligase and the classical version, had already emerged well before the last universal common ancestor (LUCA). The latter version had further diversified into several representatives by the time of LUCA, which were involved in basic metabolic pathways such as glycolysis, TCA, nitrogen assimilation and purine biosynthesis. Several distinct ATP-grasp enzymes catalyze peptide ligation reactions. In archaea, MptN and CofF catalyze the ligation of multiple glutamate residues to precursors of the coenzymes tetrahydrosarcinapterin (a folate-like pterin derivative) and F420 (a flavin-like molecule), respectively. 33, 34 Bacterial ATP-grasp peptide ligases include the enzymes which catalyze the second step in glutathione synthesis (glutathione synthetase), further modifications of glutathione (glutathionyl spermidinesynthetase), 35 and synthesis of the storage polypeptide cyanophycin, 36 and peptide antibiotics, such as bacilysin 37 and butirosin. 38 Certain peptide bonds of the non-ribosomally synthesized peptides in peptidoglycan (e.g. the D-Ala dipeptide) and amide linkages in siderophores such as vibrioferrin are also formed by ATP-grasp enzymes. 39, 40 Like E1 enzymes, ATP-grasp enzymes also catalyze modification of ribosomally synthesized peptides such as marinostatin and microviridin by forming cyclic lactone and amide linkages in them. 41, 42 Interestingly, the GNAT fold peptide-ligases of the N-end rule system are related to the similar amino-acyl tRNA-utilizing enzymes involved in linking the L-amino acids in the side chain peptides of peptidoglycan from Gram-positive bacteria (the Fem/MurM family). 43 These observations point to pervasive evolutionary links between various peptide/amide-bond-forming enzymes in ancient basic metabolic pathways, in cofactor and secondary metabolite biosynthesis, and peptide-tagging systems across a mechanistically and structurally diverse set of protein folds that catalyze such reactions (Fig. 1) . Our preliminary investigations of these enzymes indicated that there is a wealth of poorly characterized prokaryotic non-ribosomal peptide/amide bond-forming systems, including possible pathways for novel metabolites and potential peptide-tagging systems. 10, 12 Given the biological importance of biosynthetic systems for co-factors, antibiotics, other secondary metabolites, and peptide-tagging systems, we sought to systematically identify the ligase systems that might be involved in such processes. In earlier works we had identified such systems that utilize homologs of the E1-and E2-like enzymes of the Ub-system. 8, 10 In this work we focus primarily on peptidebond forming enzymes which form acyl-phosphate intermediates, namely ATP-grasp and COOH-NH 2 ligase fold enzymes, and to a certain extent the amino acyl tRNA-utilizing members of the GNAT fold. Using the abundance of prokaryotic genomic data we identified conserved gene neighborhoods or predicted operons and domain architectures of these proteins. We then used the contextual information derived from these associations to make functional inferences regarding the biosynthetic pathways in which they operate. As a consequence we were able to identify several novel peptide and related secondary metabolite biosynthetic pathways and also systems that might add peptide tags to proteins. 1 Biosynthetic pathways with amidoligases. Examples of previously known and predicted biosynthetic pathways containing amidoligases are shown. Previously characterized reactions are glutathione biosynthesis, protein glutamylation by the TTL family and cyanophycin biosynthesis. Also shown are various predicted reactions elucidated in part or entirely in this study: 2,3-diaminobutryrate synthesis in the friulimicin biosynthesis pathway; anticapsin biosynthesis in the bacilysin biosynthesis pathway; the transpeptidase reaction catalyzed by the BtrH-like peptidase; the biosynthesis of teichuronopeptide.
Results and discussion
Identification and classification of ATP-grasp, COOH-NH 2 ligase and amino-acyl tRNA dependent GNAT domains
In order to systematically identify novel members of the classical ATP-grasp and COOH-NH 2 ligases, we generated structure-based sequence alignments of known structures of these folds using the DALILITE program. We then used these sequence alignments as templates to prepare initial multiple alignments by adding previously characterized members of these folds (Fig. 1, ESI) . These alignments were then used to initiate sequence profile searches with the PSI-BLAST program and the recently released improved hidden Markov search package HMMER3 (beta 2 version). We also set up independent sequence profile searches using the Fem peptide ligases and L/F transferases to identify novel aminoacyl tRNA-dependent GNAT fold peptide ligases. This family of peptide-ligases is characterized by an ancestral duplication and contains either two complete or partial versions of the GNAT domain 18, 43 The primary evolutionary split in the ATP-grasp fold separated the nucleic acid ligases from the remainder of the fold. The two differ in the way the six-stranded core domain of the ATP-grasp, which supplies two acidic residues to the active site, is combined with the smaller RAGNYA domain which supplies two basic residues (usually lysines) to the active site (Fig. 2) . 44 Following this, the pyruvate phosphate dikinase and the succinyl CoA synthetase lineages successively branched off (see ESI). 46 All remaining ATP-grasp domains are unified by the fusion of an N-terminal pre-ATP-grasp domain (see SCOP database; http://scop.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/scop/). Those which catalyzed reactions comparable to peptide ligation in purine biosynthesis such as phosphoribosylamine-glycine ligase (PurD), phosphoribosylglycinamide formyltransferase (PurT) and phosphoribosylaminoimidazole carboxylase (PurK), form a distinct lineage within this group. The majority of the classical peptide ligases, except those involved in bacilysin, friulimicin and butirosin biosynthesis, form another large monophyletic clade within this group ( Fig. 2 ; see ESI). Amongst the classical peptide ligases we identified a previously unrecognized, large monophyletic clade of peptide ligases comprised of eukaryotic glutathione synthetases, glutathionyl spermidine synthetase and several novel families characterized in this study (see below), which are unified by a circularly permuted version of the ATP-grasp domain ( Fig. 2 ; see ESI). The evolution of the COOH-NH 2 ligase fold follows a relatively simple pattern with an early pre-LUCA split separating the classical glutamine synthetases from the GatB-type enzymes that synthesize glutamine in association with glutamate charged tRNAs. The classical glutamine synthetase appears to have been the precursor of an extensive radiation in bacteria that resulted in several lineages such as the GCS1, GCS2 and the Pup-ligase (PafA) families, two novel families of COOH-NH 2 ligases characterized here, and a few smaller distinct groups (ESI). Further, within the glutamine synthetase and the GCS2 families there were multiple duplications in bacteria spawning paralogous subfamilies. We observed that the N-terminal tRNA-binding domain of the divergent seryl tRNA synthetases from methanogenic archaea is an inactive version of this fold that probably evolved through rapid divergence from a classical glutamine synthetase-like precursor. The arginine and creatine kinases form a clade with the GatB-type enzymes unified by the presence of additional strands inserted into the core fold (ESI). The GNAT fold peptide ligases appear to have radiated in bacteria giving rise to at least five distinct families, the F/L transferase, R-transferase, Fem/MurM, and two new families identified here and also a few other minor lineages (Table 1) . In this study, after the initial identification and classification steps, we specifically concentrated on defining members of these folds that are predicted to catalyze peptide bond or related amide linkage formations (see Table 1 and ESI for details). For example, in the case of the classical ATP-grasp fold we did not consider lineages such as the pyruvate phosphate dikinase in detail as they are not known to contain representatives performing peptide condensation reactions. Similarly, in the case of the COOH-NH 2 ligase fold we did not investigate in detail the ''kinase-only'' versions such as the arginine kinase and creatinine kinase (see SCOP database, http://scop.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/scop/).
In addition to previously identified and experimentally characterized families our searches recovered several novel members of these folds which to the best of our knowledge have either not been previously identified or have been poorly characterized (Table 1) . Some examples of such ATP-grasp domains include a large family typified by Mycobacterium tuberculosis Rv2411c (gi: 15609548), an inactive family prototyped by Rv2567 (gi: 15609704) and another family typified by Pseudomonas aeruginosa PA3460 (gi: 15598656), which is related to the cyanophycin synthetase family. Examples of novel COOH-NH 2 ligases recovered in this study include a peculiar circularly permuted version (e.g. Rv2566, gi: 15609703), two versions found in phages such as phiEco32 (gi: 167583639 and 167583641) and a version fused to the eukaryotic chromatin-associated YEATS domain from the chromist alga Thalassiosira pseudonana (gi: 223997528). In the case of the Fem/MurM-like GNAT protein an example of a previously uncharacterized distinctive version recovered in the above searches is a version fused to the 2nd lysyl-tRNA synthetase paralog of actinomycetes (e.g. 15608778 from M. tuberculosis) and a version associated with a cyanophycinsynthetase-like ATP-grasp domain (Table 1, see below) . Domain architecture and gene-neighborhood syntaxes observed in known peptide or amide bond forming enzymes
The evolutionary classification of these enzymes by itself might not be sufficient to predict their functions. For example, in the classical glutamine synthetase family of the COOH-NH 2 ligase fold, in addition to enzymes catalyzing glutamine synthesis, there are paralogous subfamilies such as PuuA and FluG which do not seem to function in amino acid biosynthesis. Instead PuuA catalyzes the condensation reaction of L-glutamate and putrescine. 32 Likewise, in the ATP-grasp fold, the LysX and the RimK-like proteins are closely related within a large monophyletic assemblage of amide-bond forming enzymes (Fig. 2, ESI) . However, the former catalyzes the formation of an amide linkage via the condensation of alpha-amino adipate with a fatty acid (in lysine synthesis); whereas the latter catalyzes the formation of oligo-glutamate peptide tags on proteins or pterin and F420 33, 34 or the synthesis of cyclic peptides via amide and lactone linkages. 41, 42 Similarly, the ATP-grasp protein BtrJ involved in butirosin biosynthesis catalyzes both the formation of a thioester of glutamate gamma-carboxylate with a cysteine from an acyl carrier protein as well as a peptide bond in the diglutamate moiety found in the precursor of this antibiotic. 38 Thus, it became clear that additional information, such as contextual links, would be required to clarify the exact catalytic role or pathway in which these enzymes might participate. Enzymes catalyzing successive steps in a biochemical pathway and physically interacting partners related to a particular reaction (e.g. Ubls and E1-like enzymes) tend to cooccur in conserved gene neighborhoods in prokaryotes or in certain cases fuse to form multidomain proteins. 8 These associations provide contextual information that is extremely useful in predicting functional specificities of proteins. [47] [48] [49] Hence, we first tried to identify common syntactical features of domain architectures and conserved gene neighborhoods amongst previously characterized representatives of these peptide/amide-bond-forming enzymes. Then we used these syntaxes to predict potential functional pathways in which the poorly characterized forms might participate. We observed two common themes in terms of domain architectures (Fig. 3): (1) Fusion of the peptide/amide-forming catalytic domain to a peptidase domain. This is exemplified by the glutathionyl spermidine synthetase, where the ATP-grasp domain which condenses spermidine to glutathione is linked to a C-terminal domain of the NlpC/p60 superfamily (papain-like fold). 50 (2) Fusion of two distinct amide/peptide-bond-forming domains. An example of this is the fusion of glutamate-cysteine ligase-1 (GCS1) of the COOH-NH 2 ligase fold to an ATP-grasp domain that catalyzes the subsequent ligation of glycine in glutathione synthesis. 51 Similarly, in the cyanophycin synthetase an N-terminal ATP-grasp domain catalyzes the formation of the poly-aspartate and a C-terminal Mur family peptide ligase (P-loop kinase fold) 52 catalyzes condensation of the amino group of arginine to the beta carboxylate of the aspartates. 36, 53 A duplication of two ATP-grasp domains is also observed in the carbamoyl phosphate synthetase large subunit (CPS) that also catalyzes two ATP-dependent reactions, one of which is similar to amide/peptide bond formation 54 ( Fig. 3 ). These associations were reinforced and further refined by links furnished by conserved gene-neighborhoods (Fig. 4) . We observed that operons encoding well-characterized peptide/amide-bond-forming enzymes showed frequent linkages to genes for diverse peptidases. For example, the cyanophycin synthetase gene was found to be frequently linked to cyanophycinase, 53 a peptidase of the flavodoxin fold. Occasionally a second potential peptidase/amidase of the TIM Barrel amidohydrolase fold 55 was also found linked to the cyanophycin synthetase gene. Similarly, in the case of the D-Ala-D-Ala ligase, gene neighborhood linkages are found to the VanY peptidase (Hedgehog C-terminal-like fold) and a peptidase of the a/b hydrolase fold in mutually exclusive contexts (Fig. 4) . 56 We observed that the RimK subfamily members were most frequently linked to genes of the pepsin-like peptidase fold (Fig. 4) . The related subfamilies involved in cofactor glutamylation, MptN and CofF, respectively show linkages to metallopeptidases of the phosphorylase fold (also known as the peptidyl-tRNA hydrolase fold or M20-like peptidases; see SCOP database; http://scop.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/scop/) and ''M50''-like metallopeptidases. The GCS1 peptide ligase of the glutathione pathway shows conserved operonic linkages to the insulinase(LuxS)-like metallopeptidases or the gammaglutamyltranspeptidase (Fig. 4) . In several proteobacteria and bacteroidetes we discovered a novel linkage between the glutathione synthetase and two peptidase domains that are often fused in one polypeptide or are neighbors-one of the phosphorylase fold (''M20-like'') and another which is a modified version of the zincin-like metallopeptidase fold (Fig. 4, ESI) . The Pup-ligase likewise shows a strong operonic linkage to peptidases in the form of the proteasomal subunits of the NTN-hydrolase fold. 12 Even in the case of amide bond formations catalyzed by the COOH-NH 2 ligase domain in tRNA-linked glutamine synthesis and the ATP-grasp domain in carbamoyl phosphate biosynthesis we observed operonic or physical associations to distinct amidases-respectively, those of the acyl-amidohydrolase (GatA subunit) and flavodoxin folds (CPS small subunit) (ESI). As with domain architectures, two distinct peptide/amide-bond forming enzymes also tended to co-occur in the same operon (Fig. 4) . For example, cyanophycin synthetases are frequently found in a conserved gene neighborhood combining two distinct paralogous versions of this enzyme. In the case of the D-Ala-D-Ala ligase operons we often find them co-occurring with genes for Mur family amino-acid ligases (Fig. 4) .
Thus, the common denominator of the combined evidence from domain architectures and predicted operons was the association between genes encoding distinct peptide/amide-bond forming enzymes and/or associations with genes encoding a diverse array of structurally unrelated peptidases/amidases (represented as a network in Fig. 5 ). These associations could have emerged due to several distinct selective forces: (1) Coupled enzymes catalyzing opposite reactions potentially form a switch that maintains a certain concentration of the peptide/amide product depending on concentrations of precursors and cellular requirements. This appears to be case in the cyanophycin synthetase-cyanophycinase and glutathionyl spermidine synthetase-amidase pairs.
36,57 ( 2) The amidase could release ammonia for formation of a new amide linkage (e.g. in CPS and GatA). 54, 58 ( 3) The Pup-proteasome system differs from all these contexts in being the only one having not just a peptidase but also an ATP-dependent protein unfolding apparatus (the proteasomal ATPase). This is consistent with its distinct proteolytic function that not just hydrolyzes a peptide linkage but also unfolds and degrades the Pup-tagged proteins. 12, 13 The combination of two distinct peptide/amide ligases is indicative of the formation of two or more successive, distinct versions of such bonds involving more than one carboxylate or amino group-bearing moiety (e.g. the successive linkages in glutathione). 33 This is specifically supported by the observation that the linked peptide/amide ligases often belong to unrelated folds or are usually distantly related if of the same fold ( Fig. 4 and 5) .
The contextual linkages of enzymes involved in synthesis of stand-alone peptides or peptide tags on proteins are typically distinct from those involved in basic metabolism. The latter often show extensive linkages to other enzymes involved in these basic metabolic pathways and usually lack linkages to peptidases or second peptide ligases. For example, those catalyzing amide-bond formation in purine metabolism (e.g. PurD, PurK and PurT) are linked to other purine metabolism genes and those involved in amino acid biosynthesis are linked to other genes in this pathway (e.g. LysX subfamily is linked to lysine biosynthesis genes) (ESI). In other cases the extended gene-neighborhood context might be reflective of the other functional links of peptide ligases and associated peptidases. For instance, the peptide ligases involved in bacterial cell wall biogenesis (e.g.D-Ala-D-Ala ligase) are linked to several other cell-wall related genes such as FtsQ or amino acid racemases (Fig. 4) that generate D-amino acid substrates. Thus, contextual associations provide a means of distinguishing ligases that form distinct peptides or related amides, and also anchoring them to the larger pathway in which they might participate ( Fig. 4 and 5) .
These contextual associations are comparable to those of the adenylating enzymes of E1-like fold, which provided a powerful means to decipher their functional contexts with considerable precision. 10 The E1s involved in molybdopterin and thiamin biosynthesis are never linked to peptidases. Those involved in cysteine and siderophore biosynthesis or peptide modifications are linked to peptidases, while those involved potential Ub transfer systems are linked to both E2 homologs and peptidases. 10 Contextual associations predict novel peptide synthesis, modification and tagging systems
We then explored the domain architectures and operonic links of the poorly characterized ATP-grasp, COOH-NH 2 ligase and Fem/MurM domains to identify matches to the functionally informative contextual templates described above (Fig. 5) . As a consequence we were able to identify about 23 potential biosynthetic systems for distinct peptides and related amide containing metabolites, which showed a great variety of phyletic patterns in bacteria and certain bacteriophages (Fig. 4 , Table 1 ). We describe below some of the major examples of these systems along with the predicted activities or functions.
A novel peptide synthesis and potential tagging system widely distributed in prokaryotes
One of the most widespread systems recovered in this study was defined by a conserved gene neighborhood distributed across most lineages of proteobacteria, actinomycetes, cyanobacteria, chlamydiae/verrucomicrobia and chloroflexi (Fig. 4) . It is also found more sporadically in crenarchaea, spirochetes, firmicutes and deinococci. The core of this system is characterized by a predicted operon encoding: (1) An ATP-grasp protein (prototyped by the M. tuberculosis Rv2411c) belonging to the large clade of circularly permuted versions ( Fig. 2 and 5 ; ESI). (2) A unique alpha-helical protein with two copies of an absolutely conserved motif with a glutamate-arginine (ER) dipeptide signature (Fig. 6) . (3) A transglutaminase protein (papain fold) and a NTN-hydrolase peptidase closely related to the classical proteasomal peptidase. This proteasomal peptidase homolog had earlier been described as a novel bacterial proteasome termed 'Anbu'. 59 Studies on nitrogen starvation in Pseudomonas putida show that this peptidase and the linked transglutaminase are highly expressed upon nitrogen starvation. 60 (4) Several representatives of this operon also encode a distinctive zincin-like metallopeptidase (Fig. 4, ESI) . (5) Even more sporadically the system might also contain a linked gene for an amidotransferase of the GAT-I family (flavodoxin fold amidase; see SCOP database; http://scop.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/scop/)). Additionally, in several bacteria, the above core operon is linked to a second predicted operon which encodes: (1) a version of the unique alpha-helical protein found in the above operons, which in this case is fused at the N-terminus to an inactive circularly permuted ATP-grasp domain (Fig. 2-5) . (2) A distinctive circularly permuted COOH-NH 2 ligase which is fused to an N-terminal transglutaminase domain.
The original interpretation of the Anbu peptidase as the constituent of a single subunit bacterial proteasome is unsupported. 59 Firstly, all know proteasomes and related systems (e.g. ClpAB, HslUV, FtsH, and different Lon-like systems) contain AAA+ ATPase subunits that are necessary 6 Multiple sequence alignment of the alpha-E domain. Sequences are denoted by their gene names, species abbreviations and gi. Since the alpha-E domain is typically found as a tandem duplication, the N-and C-terminal domains of this duplication are grouped separately. Solo alpha-E domains are shown at the bottom. The depiction of secondary structure elements, species and consensus abbreviations, and coloring scheme are as in Fig. 2. to unfold the protein substrates prior to proteolysis. 14, 15 In prokaryotes genes of the AAA+ ATPases of these systems show a strong contextual linkage to those of the proteolytic subunits either in the same operon (e.g. the classical proteasome and HslUV) or via fusion in the same protein (e.g. Lon proteases). 15, 61 However, not even in a single instance over 450 detected occurrences of this conserved operon did we observe a genuine linkage to an AAA+ ATPase. In contrast, this set of conserved gene neighborhoods, combining one or more peptide-ligase homologs (i.e. of the ATP-grasp and COOH-NH 2 ligase folds) with peptidases unconnected to ATPases showed a clear resemblance to the peptide synthesis systems, such as those implicated in peptidoglycan, cyanophycin or glutathione biosynthesis (Fig. 4, ESI) . Hence, rather than being a proteasome-like protein degrading system, the Anbu peptidase is likely to merely be a peptidecleaving system similar to peptidases in the above-stated systems. Absence of other basic metabolism-related genes in these gene neighborhoods, as well as the presence of intact glutathione and glutamine biosynthesis pathways in many of the organisms containing the above gene-neighborhoods further argues against a primary role for it in amino acid or glutathione biosynthesis. This system also does not show any linkage to genes encoding distinctive secondary metaboliterelated enzymes (e.g. as seen in the bacilysin biosynthesis operon 37, 62 or the acyl-carrier and amino-glycoside linking enzymes seen in the case of the butirosin biosynthesis operons (Fig. 4) 38 ). Unlike the pupylation or E1-E2 systems, there is no evidence for a small protein in this system that might be conjugated to a target.
Taken together these observations indicate that the ATP-grasp ligase, the Anbu peptidase and other frequently linked genes such as the COOH-NH 2 ligase and transglutaminases constitute a novel system, distinct from all the previously characterized peptide synthesis systems and probably does not use any modified amino acids or specialized metabolites typical of antibiotics. We postulate that the ATP-grasp and COOH-NH 2 ligase (if present) in this system catalyze two distinct peptide bond formations. A key difference from all other peptide synthesis systems is the presence, without exception, of the unique alpha helical protein, which is only encoded in the predicted operons of this novel system and nowhere else. It is strongly linked to the ATP-grasp protein, either as its immediate neighbor or is fused to an inactive version of it (when a second peptide-ligase, the circularly permuted COOH-NH 2 ligase is present) suggesting that it physically interacts with the ATP-grasp and the COOH-NH 2 ligase. Analysis of this protein showed that it contains two divergent copies of a unique alpha-helical domain (termed hereinafter the alpha-E domain; Fig. 2 and 6) ; the archaeal versions contain a single stand-alone copy of the same domain. Each alpha-E domain contains 6 core helices of which the first helix contains the absolutely conserved ER signature (Fig. 6) . In light of this absolutely conserved glutamate and the predicted physical interaction with the two distinct peptide ligases it is tempting to speculate that it serves as a substrate for elongation of a peptide via the gammacarboxylate of its side chain. This proposal is consistent with the use of glutamate side chains as substrates in eukaryotic proteins such as tubulin by peptide tagging ATP-grasp enzymes. 4, 5 The presence of two peptidase genes in practically all versions of these operons (Fig. 4) suggests that two successive peptidase reactions are necessary for removal of the peptide product. Alternatively, the transglutaminase superfamily protein might indeed function in cross-linking the peptide to lysine side chains or other amino groups.
Thus, the weight of the contextual evidence supports a role for this widespread conserved gene-neighborhood in peptide synthesis; the resulting peptide could be added as a tag to the unique alpha-E protein in this system. Such a tag could either regulate the assembly or interactions of the alpha-E domain protein (e.g. as in tubulin) or serve as an amino acid storage mechanism.
Other novel predicted peptide synthesis in bacteria
We additionally recovered several conserved gene neighborhoods defining systems that appeared to be bona fide peptide synthesis systems distinct from previously characterized ones (Table 1 ). The larger contextual connections showed that these systems participate in specialized processes that range from formation of small stand-alone peptides to possible cross-linking of proteins. Most of these showed restricted phyletic distributions and some of them appeared to be evolutionarily mobile as they were found sporadically in phylogenetically distant organisms. We discuss below some major examples of these systems along with the evidence in support of their role. Some of these systems contain predicted peptide ligases of a single kind i.e. just ATP-grasp or COOH-NH 2 ligases, whereas other systems are of a mixed type, including fusions of, or neighborhoods combining, one or more copies of different types of ligases.
Systems with multiple ATP-grasp ligases. A system comprised entirely of multiple ATP-grasp type ligases is defined by a conserved gene neighborhood found in sporulating firmicutes of the Bacillus lineage. This neighborhood contains a core comprised of 2-4 successive genes encoding distinct ATP-grasp proteins belonging to a distinct family within the peptide ligase clade (prototyped by B. subtilis YheC (gi: 16078043) and YheD (gi: 16078042); Fig. 2 and 4 , Table 1 and ESI). The YheC/D family shows further gene neighborhood linkages to spore-specific proteins such as SspB and YheA. However, no genes encoding peptidases were found in these neighborhoods (Fig. 4) . Developmental studies in B. subtilis suggest that YheD is distributed in two rings around the forespore and eventually forms an envelope around the entire forespore. 63 The analogy with previously characterized operons suggests that the YheC/D system catalyzes the formation of a peptide, with each ATP-grasp protein probably adding a distinct residue. The absence of peptidases in this suggests that these peptides are formed as part of a terminal maturation process with no immediate remodeling or degradation of these peptides. In light of the specific association of the YheC/D system with the forespore coat it appears plausible that the peptide chains synthesized by these enzymes either link spore-wall proteins by cross-links or else link sporewall proteins to the underlying cortical peptidoglycan by specialized cross-links. Consistent with this latter suggestion, in some members of the Bacillus clade the YheC/D is closely linked to Mur family ligases involved in peptidoglycan biosynthesis (Fig. 4) . Paenibacillus has several paralogous versions of the YheC/D operon containing from a single to four copies of the ATP-grasp gene, one of which is linked to a gene for the PP2A phosphatase domain protein present in the capsular polyglutamate synthesis system 64 ( Fig. 4) . Hence, the peptide ligase activity of this YheC/D ATP-grasp might be linked to capsular biogenesis in this organism.
Another class of conserved gene neighborhoods with multiple ATP-grasp ligases (prototyped by MXAN_4097 (gi: 108757010) from Myxococcus xanthus) has a more sporadic distribution in certain proteobacteria, aquificae, crenarchaea and firmicutes (Table 1, ESI). These operons typically contain two ATP-grasp encoding genes linked to an aminopeptidase that is specific to peptide-bonds between D-amino acids (Fig. 3 and 4) . This suggests that the peptide synthesized by this system is likely to contain a D-amino acid. Although the ATP-grasp protein is related to the D-Ala-D-Ala ligase, the majority of organisms with this system have a conventional cell-wall specific D-Ala-D-Ala ligase suggesting that it synthesizes a D-amino acid-containing metabolite distinct from the regular peptidoglycan peptides. Certain versions of this operon (e.g. in Rhizobia and aquificae) show a replacement of the above aminopeptidase by other peptidases such as those of the gamma-glutamyltranspeptidase family (NTN-hydrolase fold) or multiple versions of peptidases of the phosphorylase fold (''M20''-like).
Systems which combine ligases of more than one fold. We found several distinct operon types that combined different peptide ligases of different folds. The first of these is typified by a conserved gene-neighborhood found primarily in actinobacteria, chlorobi and proteobacteria (prototyped by PA3460, gi: 15598656, from Pseudomonas aeruginosa) encoding enzymes for the synthesis of a predicted storage polypeptide similar to cyanophycin. The core of this system is a cyanophycin synthetase-like protein with an ATP-grasp domain fused to a Gcn5-like acetyltransferase domain ( Fig. 3 and 4) . This GNAT domain is reminiscent of those found in the amino acyl tRNA-dependent peptide ligases and might catalyze a second peptide condensation reaction distinct from that catalyzed by the ATP-grasp domain. Additionally, these operons encode an asparagine synthetase and a metallopeptidase of the phosphorylase fold (''M20''/''M42''-like), which is unrelated to the flavodoxin fold cyanophycinase found in classical cyanophycin operons (Fig. 4) . Typically, this operon also encodes an asparagine synthetase implying that the putative storage polypeptide produced by this system is distinct from cyanophycin and includes asparagine as one of the amino acids.
Several novel operon types combine genes encoding ATP-grasp and COOH-NH 2 ligases with those for different peptidases and generally resemble the prototype provided by the glutathione biosynthesis systems (Table 1, Fig. 4 ). Among components of the glutathione biosynthetic system, GCS1 is present in an operon with an ATP-grasp protein of the glutathione synthetase family (GshB) in genomes of certain proteobacteria and spirochaetes. In firmicutes and certain other proteobacteria, GCS1 is fused in a single polypeptide to a distinct family of ATP-grasp domains that are related to the cognate domains of the cyanophycin synthetase family 51 ( Fig. 2 and 3, ESI) . The presence of GCS1 with an additional ATP-grasp correlates well with the demonstrated production of glutathione in particular bacterial lineages, whereas the stand-alone GCS1 found in certain lineages is likely to catalyze the synthesis of the related metabolite gamma-glutamylcysteine. 35 A functionally equivalent thiol, mycothiol, is produced via the combined action of a cysteinyl tRNA synthetase paralog and a glycosyltransferase in several bacteria lacking glutathione. The biosynthetic pathway for mycothiol is present in actinomycetes 35, 65 and chloroflexi (genes detected in this study). Most of the novel operons combining ATP-grasp and COOH-NH 2 ligases detected by us occur in organisms with intact glutathione or mycothiol biosynthesis pathways or those known to lack these metabolites. 35, 65 Hence, they might have a role distinct from glutathione biosynthesis.
One group of these predicted operons (prototyped by the ATP-grasp gene RoseRS_2616 from Roseiflexus, gi: 148656737) is found in several phylogenetically distant bacteria such as the chloroflexi, Gemmata, Gemmatimonas, Solibacter, Sorangium, Bacteroides, firmicutes, actinobacteria and cyanobacteria (Table 1, Fig. 4) . The typical neighborhood of this group encodes: (1) 1-2 distinct ATP-grasp proteins, one of which is circularly permuted and related to the version associated with the alpha-E proteins (see above). (2) One COOH-NH 2 ligase related to GCS2. (3) A peptidase of the alpha/beta hydrolase fold (Table 1, Fig. 4 ). Variant versions contain other peptidases in place of the alpha/beta hydrolase. For example, the two distinct versions of this operon from Sorangium, respectively contain a Phytopthora-type transglutaminase or a GAT-II like amidohydrolase (NTN-hydrolase fold) in place of the alpha/beta hydrolase fold peptidase (Fig. 4) . In contrast, in Gemmatimonas, the peptidase is a GAT-I-like amidohydrolase (flavodoxin fold) and in Rhodococcus opacus it is a metallopetidase of the phosphorylase fold. In cyanobacteria we observe a displacement of the GCS2 family peptide ligase by one of the Fem/MurM family of the GNAT fold. Based on the glutathione template the presence of up to three distinct predicted ligases in the longest of these operons suggests they might synthesize peptides with a maximum of four residues.
A second distinct predicted operon-type combining ATP-grasp and COOH-NH 2 ligase genes is prototyped by that in enterobacteriophages such as phiEco32 (phi32_84; gi:167583639; Fig. 4 ). These phage gene-neighborhoods encode two highly divergent versions of the COOH-NH 2 ligase domain that are not closely related and an ATP-grasp ligase, implying that it could potentially catalyze three distinct peptide condensation reactions (Fig. 4, Table 1 ). The first of the COOH-NH 2 ligases of this neighborhood also has eukaryotic representatives in certain stramenopile algae and fungi. The algal versions are fused to an N-terminal YEATS domain, which is specifically found in eukaryotic chromatin proteins (Fig. 3) , 66 suggesting that it might synthesize a peptide tag in chromatin proteins. The second COOH-NH 2 ligase encoded by the phage gene-neighborhood is also found in certain endospore-forming firmicutes, where it is fused to or co-occurs in a predicted operon with one or more YheC/D-like ATPgrasp domains and spore-coat proteins such as CotE (Fig. 4 , Table 1 ). The phage versions are linked to an NTN-hydrolase fold peptidase specifically related to the glutamine: D-hexose-6-phosphate amidotransferase. Thus, this system could potentially modify the cell-wall by linking a novel peptide and thereby prevent other phages from accessing the host. The comparable operon in sporulating firmicutes appears to be an analog of the classical YheC/D system that probably operates on the spore-coat.
A third operon-type which combines ATP-grasp and COOH-NH 2 ligases is found sporadically in both archaea and bacteria such as bacteroidetes, planctomycetes, verrucomicrobia and proteobacteria (prototyped by Thiobacillus denitrificans Tbd_1454, gi: 74317472 neighborhood, Fig. 4 , Table 1 ). Its core encodes an ATP-grasp of the RimK family and a COOH-NH 2 ligase of the GCS2 family. The ATP-grasp protein of this system is distinguished by a fusion to a novel conserved N-terminal domain with an alpha + beta fold, which in the euryarchaea is encoded by a stand-alone gene that is an immediate neighbor of the cognate ATP-grasp gene (see ESI). The bacterial versions of these operons additionally encode two peptidases respectively of the phosphorylase fold (M20-family) and the papain-fold cysteine protease (Fig. 4) . The archaeal versions belong to a more extended gene cluster, usually embedded in the highly conserved ribosomal operon, and encodes 4Fe-4S ferredoxin or another conserved metalsulfur cluster protein (e.g. AF2306 from Archaeoglobus fulgidus, Fig. 4 ). In several bacteria we found a variant of this operon type that lacked the GCS2 family ligase, instead containing a gene for a GNAT superfamily protein in its place (Fig. 4) . Interestingly, this GNAT protein is nearly always fused to a papain-fold cysteine protease similar to those in the GCS2-encoding version of the operon. Based on this we propose that this GNAT domain might act as a peptide ligase similar to those of the Fem/MurM family or acetylate the peptide produced by this system. The presence of at least two potential peptide ligases in most versions of this system suggests that it synthesizes a peptide with at least three amino acids. The contextual features of the archaeal versions of the operon suggest that the ribosomal protein, the 4Fe-4S ferredoxin or the second metal cluster protein ( Fig. 3 and 4) are potential substrates for peptide-tagging by this system. The unique N-terminal domain of the RimK-like ATP-grasps might have a key role in recognizing a common class of substrates modified by this system.
Systems with a single ligase and peptidase. This type of system is prototyped by the PuuA-PuuD pair of a proteobacterial putrescine utilization system. 32, 67 Here, the COOH-NH 2 ligase PuuA condenses alpha-L-glutamate and putrescine by forming an amide linkage, which is followed by oxidation of the linked putrescine moiety to gamma-amino butyrate. Then PuuD, which is an amidohydrolase of the GAT-I superfamily (flavodoxin fold), hydrolyzes the isopeptide bond in gammaglutamyl-gamma-aminobutyrate. In this study we detected several distinct dyads of potential amide/peptide forming enzymes with a peptidase/amidase that resemble the PuuA-PuuD pair. One of these, typified by the Aspergillus FluG, is present mainly in actinobacteria, sporadically in cyanobacteria, firmicutes, deinococci, chloroflexi and proteobacteria, and in crown group eukaryotes such as fungi, plants and Dictyostelium. 68 This system combines a COOH-NH 2 ligase, which like PuuA is closely related to glutamine synthetase, with a TIM-barrel fold amidohydrolase 55 either in a single polypeptide or in an operon (Fig. 2 and 3) . FluG diverged from glutamine synthetases in bacteria (ESI) and appears to have been laterally transferred from actinobacteria to the ancestor of crown group eukaryotes. Experimental characterization of it in both actinobacteria and fungi suggests that it is not involved in glutamine synthesis. 68, 69 The predicted bacterial operons encoding FluG also typically encode an amino acid/polyamine transporter 70 and less frequently PuuD. Hence, like the PuuA-based system, FluG and its linked amidohydrolase might also constitute a polyamine or amino acid utilization system that acts via condensation of glutamate to an amino-group-bearing moiety. FluG is believed to be required for production of a soluble developmental signal in Aspergillus conidiation. 69 We propose that this signal is likely to be a compound such as aminobutyrate produced by the action of FluG and the amidohydrolase.
Two other comparable systems combine, in a conserved gene-neighborhood, a gene for a COOH-NH 2 ligase with a gene encoding a protein containing an N-terminal DinB and a C-terminal domain with the C-type-lectin-fold ( Fig. 3 and 4) . While the latter proteins are closely related to each other across these two systems, the COOH-NH 2 ligases of the respective systems are only distantly related. The first of these, found mainly in actinobacteria, contains a COOH-NH 2 ligase of the GCS2 family (e.g. Rv3704c; wrongly annotated as GshA in the nr database). The second is found only in gamma-proteobacteria and has a distinctive COOH-NH 2 ligase that forms a small family of its own (e.g. Patl_3664 from Pseudoalteromonas atlantica). In the latter system, the protein with DinB and C-type lectin fold domains is further fused to a C-terminal AdoMet-dependent methyltransferase of the Rossmann fold (Fig. 4) . The C-type-lectin-fold domain in both the systems is specifically related to a version of the domain found in the peptide formyl-glycine synthesizing enzyme, but lacks the key catalytic residues of that enzyme. 71 This suggests that these C-type-lectin-fold domains are likely to be non-enzymatic and only bind a peptide. We had previously predicted the DinB domains to be a novel alpha-helical hydrolase domain with a catalytic site formed by 3 conserved histidines. 72 By analogy to other comparable systems, such as PuuA-PuuD and FluG, we predict that the DinB domain in these systems functions as a novel peptidase/amidase. A further widespread single-ligase system from firmicutes, certain proteobacteria and bacteroidetes (e.g. DSY4546 gene neighborhood from Desulfitobacterium hafniense, Fig. 4 and 5) groups in an operon a novel peptide/amide ligase of the COOH-NH 2 ligase fold (ESI) with a gamma-glutamyl cyclotransferase. This family of COOH-NH 2 ligases are also found combined in a predicted operon with a GAT-I-like peptidase (flavodoxin fold) in a mutually exclusively set of proteobacteria (Fig. 4, ESI) . This mutual exclusivity of the gamma-glutamyl cyclotransferase with the GAT-I peptidases suggests that they perform an equivalent role. In syntactical terms all these three gene neighborhoods are reminiscent of the PuuA-PuuD system. Hence, we predict that these systems are also likely to be involved in amine utilization with the COOH-NH 2 ligating a glutamate to the amine followed by its eventual removal either via a peptidase reaction or a cyclotransferase reaction catalyzed by the cyclotransferase to release oxoproline. Alternatively, a subset of these systems might have a role in producing novel small molecule metabolites from amino group-containing compounds.
We also identified a single-ligase system centered on a RimK family ATP-grasp ligase (e.g. PA1766 from Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Fig. 4 ), which is combined with genes encoding a pepsin superfamily peptidase and a novel membrane protein with seven membrane-spanning segments (7-TM) and an N-terminal extracellular inactive transglutaminase domain. This predicted operon is found in proteobacteria, cyanobacteria and planctomycetes (Fig. 4, ESI) and its ATP-grasp ligase is distinguished from the paralogous classical RimK proteins which are often found in a distinct context (see below). The architecture of the 7-TM protein encoded by this operon, with a large extracellular domain potentially involved in ligand-binding, is suggestive of a membrane-associated receptor. However, the predicted intracellular loops of the 7-TM region contain several absolutely conserved glutamates and arginines and a glycine-rich loop suggesting that it might potentially function as a membrane-associated enzyme which responds to an extracellular stimulus. The tight linkage of the three genes indicates that this RimK-like ATP-grasp might carry out a peptide ligase activity strictly in connection with the 7-TM protein-it could either modify the intracellular regions of the 7-TM protein or alternatively modify a small molecule, such a peptide or F420/pterin-like molecule which interacts with the 7-TM protein. The peptidase in this system is likely to reverse the modification as in several other such systems discussed earlier.
ATP-grasp and COOH-NH 2 ligase domains in synthesis of complex peptide-derived metabolites
We identified several predicted amide/peptide bond-forming enzymes in this study, which are embedded in gene-neighborhoods indicative of a function in the synthesis of complex secondary metabolites ( Fig. 1 and 5 ) including diverse antibiotics. Some exemplars of such pathways have been characterized to differing degrees but their diversity and reaction mechanisms remain incompletely understood. The previously studied pathways include those involved in biosynthesis of friulimicin produced by Actinoplanes friuliensis, bacilysin by Bacillus pumilus, butirosin by B. circulans, teichuronopeptide-type metabolites and the siderophore vibrioferrin by Vibrio.
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Systems prototyped by the Friulimicin and bacilysin biosynthesis gene clusters. In the friulimicin system the ATP-grasp protein DabC is encoded in the Dab gene cluster involved in the biosynthesis of a key amino acid, 2,3-Diaminobutyric acid, which is found twice in the sequence of this 11-residue antibiotic. DabC was found to be required along with DabA, a pyridoxal phosphate dependent enzyme (PLPDE) related to cystathionine-beta lyase, and DabB, a fumarase related to argininosuccinate lyase. 73 Such a system was also noted in rhizobia, which are known to contain 2,3-diaminobutyrate, 73 but the mechanism for the synthesis of 2,3-diaminobutryrate remains unknown. We detected comparable conserved gene neighborhoods in several other actinomycetes, sporulating firmicutes and certain proteobacteria (e.g. Burkholderia) (ESI). We observed that these gene neighborhoods additionally contained one or both of two key threonine biosynthesis enzymes, namely threonine aldolase that synthesizes threonine from glycine and acetaldehyde, and the homoserine kinase, indicating that a key substrate for this pathway was threonine (Fig. 4) . Based on this, we could reconstruct the synthesis of 2,3-diaminobutyrate via an aminotransferase reaction involving threonine and aspartate catalyzed by DabA and the subsequent release of fumarate through the action of the fumarase DabB (Fig. 1) . The ATP-grasp protein, in addition to occurring in an operon with the above enzymes, might also be found fused to the fumarase or the aminotransferase. Hence, it is likely that it catalyzes a reaction closely linked to the synthesis of 2,3-diaminobutyrate. Accordingly we predict that it catalyzes the protection of the 2-amino group of 2,3-diaminobutyrate by ligating an amino acid to it (Fig. 1) . In the case of friulimicin, this amino acid could be the first asparagine found in its sequence. 73 In most actinobacteria these gene neighborhoods additionally contain one or more multidomain non-ribosomal peptide synthetases, suggesting that in each of these cases the 2,3-diaminobutyrate is incorporated into a larger peptide antibiotic (Fig. 4) . 73 However, in some organisms, e.g. Brevibacillus brevis, there is no such association with the multidomain peptide-ligases, suggesting that 2,3-diaminobutyrate might just be part of a dipeptide synthesized by the action of the ATP-grasp enzyme. A variant of these operons, e.g. those found in Mesorhizobium loti, Alkaliphilus metalliredigens, Serratia proteamaculans and Geobacillus are characterized by the presence of two adjacent genes encoding paralogous ATP-grasp proteins (Fig. 4 , Table 1 ). It is likely that the second ATP-grasp in these operons catalyzes a further peptide ligation reaction, potentially resulting in a tripeptide. The version of this gene neighborhood in A.metalliredigens is further tightly linked to a paralog of the histidinyl tRNA synthetase suggesting that this enzyme might also catalyze the incorporation of a histidine residue in the peptide (Fig. 4) . The majority of the gene neighborhoods also encode a linked transporter, which might play a role in the efflux of the peptides synthesized by them.
We also uncovered another entirely uncharacterized set of gene neighborhoods which appear to define a biosynthetic system comparable to the prototype provided by the friulimicin 2,3-diaminobutyrate biosynthesis system described above (Fig. 5) . This gene neighborhood is found in different actinobacteria and the myxobacterium Haliangium (e.g. the FRAAL4660, gi: 111224051, neighborhood of Frankia alni, Fig. 4 ). This neighborhood encodes a circularly permuted ATP-grasp, a PLPDE related to 2-oxo acid aminotransferases, a 2-oxo acid-forming aldolase (related to 4-hydroxy-2-oxovalerate aldolase 74 ) and a PqqC family oxidoreductase 75 ( Fig. 4) . By analogy to the friulimicin 2,3-diaminobutyrate biosynthesis pathway, we propose that the aldolase synthesizes a 2-oxo acid, followed by the action of the aminotransferase to generate an amino acid. The presence of the PqqC enzyme suggests that the side chain of this amino acid might be further desaturated by the action of this enzyme. A subset of these neighborhoods also possesses a methyltransferase that might also modify the amino acid. It is likely that the ATP-grasp protein in this system, as suggested in the classical friulimicinlike pathways (see above), ligates a second amino acid to the modified amino acid synthesized by the former enzymes. Gene deletion studies in Streptomyces fradiae suggest that this gene cluster is required for the anti-microbial capability of this organism supporting a role in synthesis of an antibiotic. 76 Other sporadic, tightly linked gene clusters also combine a comparable group of enzymes. One such from Streptomyces sviceus encodes a circularly permuted ATP-grasp, an amino acid dehydrogenase, a metallopeptidase (M24) and a PLPDE aminotransferase, which acts on 2-oxo acids (Fig. 4, ESI) . Another gene cluster from Photorhabdus luminescens encodes a giant protein (plu2191) which combines three domains, namely a PqqC oxidoreductase, a PLPDE aminotransferase and a circularly permuted ATP-grasp ( Fig. 3 and 4) . The aminotransferase is specifically related to those involved in the synthesis of 2,4-diaminobutyrate. This gene cluster further includes an E1-like adenylating enzyme, a 2-oxoglutaratedependent dioxygenase and a GNAT superfamily protein.
Here again it is likely that the synthesis of an amino acid formed by the transfer of an amino group to a 2-oxo acid by the PLPDE is followed by ligation of an additional amino acid by the ATP-grasp to form a dipeptide. Other enzymes in these systems ( Fig. 3 and 4) suggest that there are likely to be further modifications of the amino acids catalyzed by them. This proposal for the synthesis of dipeptide metabolites with modified amino acids is supported by a comparable system found in several Bacillus species, which synthesizes the dipeptide antibiotic bacilysin. 62 Here the ATP-grasp is linked to genes encoding a prephenate dehydratase (BacA), a cupin superfamily dioxygenase (BacB), an amino acid dehydrogenase (BacC), a PLPDE aminotransferase (ywfG) and a peptide transporter (Fig. 4) . Based on the reactions predicted to be catalyzed by the latter set of enzymes we could completely explain the synthesis of the highly modified amino acid anticapsin by successive dehydration, reduction and oxygenation and amino transfer steps (Fig. 1) .
Systems prototyped by the butirosin biosynthesis gene clusters. The antibiotic butirosin is a complex metabolite that is produced by combining an aminoglycoside and a highly modified peptide derivative. 38, 77 Several components of this pathway have been studied in the context of the synthesis of other aminoglycoside metabolites 78 but not all components related to synthesis of the peptide portion are fully understood. The core of the peptide synthesis part of the butirosin system has an ATP-grasp enzyme (BtrJ), which catalyzes two steps, namely the gamma-glutamylation of an acyl carrier protein (ACP), BtrI, and the subsequent ligation of a second glutamate to the amino group of first ACP-linked glutamate (Fig. 1) . Additionally, the system also has a second ACP, BtrV, which might receive the peptide just prior to its transpeptidation to the aminoglycoside. The second glutamate in this system appears to have a role in protecting the NH 2 group of the ACP-linked glutamate because it is removed by a gammaglutamyl cyclotransferase, BtrG (Aig2 superfamily), in the final stage of butirosin biosynthesis. 38 The transpeptidase reaction, which transfers the peptide from the ACP to the aminoglycoside, is catalyzed by BtrH that does not contain any previously characterized domain. 38 Using sequence profile searches with the PSI-BLAST program we detected a large number of homologs of BtrH in various bacteria and unified it with the NlpC/p60 fold peptidases of the papain-like fold (ESI). All members of the BtrH family of proteins contain a conserved cysteine and histidine characteristic of catalytically active versions of the papain-like fold. Members of the BtrH family are often found linked in operons or fused in the same polypeptide to non-ribosomal peptide synthetases, which along with polyketide synthetases, also utilize an ACP base in their synthetic reactions. 38, 78 It is likely that they function in the context of ACPs as trans-peptidases involved in transfer of peptide linkages during peptide metabolite biosynthesis (e.g. transglutaminase or lecithin:retinol acyl transferase 50 ). The transpeptidase activity proposed for the BtrH family is thus comparable to that of the transglutaminase family protein admF in andrimid biosynthesis. 79 We uncovered several gene clusters that appear to resemble the core of the butirosin peptide ligation system in different endospore-forming firmicutes, actinobacteria and a Burkholderia species (e.g. AmirDRAFT_03860; gi: 226865117 from Actinosynnema mirum and Bcep18194_A4990 from Burkholderia sp.). While most of these gene clusters encode a gene for a BtrJ-like ATP-grasp protein linked to a gene for an ACP, the version from Burkholderia encodes two circularly permuted ATP-grasp proteins. These gene-neighborhoods differ from the conventional butirosin system in lacking the BtrH-like transpeptidase and the gamma-glutamyl cyclotransferase. However, a subset of these gene clusters encodes a MurG family glycosyltransferase which might combine the peptide formed by the remainder of the system to a carbohydrate moiety. Furthermore, the presence of a BtrK-like decarboxylase in a subset of these systems suggests that the first glutamate might be decarboxylated to form an amine as in the case of the butirosin pathway. In the Burkholderia version of this neighborhood there is a tightly linked gene encoding a glycine C-acetyltransferase, which is known to synthesize L-2-amino-3-oxobutanoate (Fig. 4) . It is possible that this modified amino acid is used as part of the peptide formed by this system. Systems modifying ribosomally synthesized peptides. The related peptides marinostatin and microviridin respectively produced by Alteromonas and Microcystis are defensive protease inhibitors that appear to be deployed against predators such as crustaceans. 41 Their precursors are synthesized ribosomally and subsequently modified by a pair of paralogous ATP-grasp enzymes that catalyze three cyclization reactions ( Table 1) . One of these enzymes forms a conventional amide linkage between a conserved lysine and glutamate side chain in these peptides, whereas the other enzyme synthesizes two lactone linkages between serine/threonine and other conserved acidic residues. 42 Marinostatin/microviridin homologs are also widely encoded in several other cyanobacteria, bacteroidetes and myxobacteria 41 (and this study), and these peptides preserve the same pattern of a conserved lysine, two alcoholic and three acidic residues suggesting they are similarly cyclized. In the majority of these organisms 1-7 marinostatin/microviridin peptides and the two ATP-grasp enzymes are encoded in a gene neighborhood. Occasionally these neighborhoods may also encode a GNAT protein that acetylates the NH 2 end of the peptide and an ABC transporter with a fused papain-like peptidase domain that is required both to cleave the pre-peptide and transport it out of the cell. We observed that the two paralogous ATP grasp proteins of this system belong to a distinct family of ATP-grasp enzymes related to the more widespread RimK family (Fig. 2 , Table 1 and ESI). Analysis of other members of this peptide-modifying ATP-grasp family that do not co-occur with marinostatin/ microviridin revealed at least 10 distinct sub-groups, most of which are encoded by genes linked to those for other distinctive peptides. Most of these subgroups are also distinguished from the marinostatin/microviridin gene clusters in specifying only a single ATP-grasp enzyme.
Peptides encoded by four of these subgroups are characterized by the presence of one to several repetitive modules with conserved alcoholic (usually threonine) and acidic residues with spacing similar to that seen in the marinostatin/microviridin peptides (ESI). This strongly suggests that they are cyclized by the accompanying ATP-grasp via 1-2 lactone linkages. Further, at least one of these groups also shows a conserved lysine in addition to multiple conserved acidic residues suggesting cyclization via amide linkages (e.g. Pseudomonas syringae Psyr_2650; gi: 66045886). Several of these gene neighborhoods also encode a multi-TM protein (Fig. 4 and ESI) which could be required for the efflux of these peptides. These systems are widely distributed across several phylogenetically distant bacterial groups suggesting that they have been dispersed by lateral transfer due to the selective advantages they provide. Of particular interest is our identification of such potentially cyclized peptides in human, insect and plant pathogens such as enteropathogenic E. coli O127:H6 (gi: 215487193) Bacillus thuringiensis (gi: 228924946), and Pseudomonas syringae (see above), suggesting that such modified peptides might have a notable role in pathogenesis of these organisms. The remaining subgroups that encode associated peptides show no detectable similarity to marinostatin/microviridin or the peptides of the above describe four subgroups. However, they possess their own unique sets of acidic, lysine and alcoholic residues (ESI) suggesting comparable cyclizations. Most of these subgroups are restricted in their distribution. For example, one of the predicted peptides is widely conserved across actinobacteria, whereas another is restricted to bacteroidetes, and yet others are found only in the genus Streptomyces or encoded in multiple tandem copies in Herpetosiphon. In the case of the actinobacterial peptide the conserved gene-neighborhood always encodes a member of the aspartyl O-methyltransferase which methylates the beta-COOH group of aspartate. This suggests that the side chain of one of the conserved acidic residues in this peptide is modified via methylation. Such a secondary modification is also likely in the case of the bacteroidetes peptides. These operons often additionally encode radical SAM-dependent enzyme. This might catalyze a methylthiolation or desaturation or heterocyclic ring formation to modify a side chain like other members of this family such as MiaB, RimO, coproporphyrinogen III oxidase and biotin synthase (ESI). Other modifications are indicated in certain actinomycete operons which encode McbC-like flavindependent oxidoreductases, which are predicted to catalyze formation of oxazole or thiazole rings in other ribosomally encoded peptide metabolites. 10 A single subgroup shows apparently no peptide-encoding gene linked to the ATP grasp, but instead encodes a second degenerate paralog which conserves only the pre-ATP-grasp domain.
These newly detected ribosomally synthesized peptides and their modifying systems are found in diverse bacteria, which include lineages such as actinobacteria which are known to produce numerous antibiotics. Indeed some of these peptides might function as antibiotics; alternatively they could also be diffusible signals used by these developmentally complex bacteria. In the case of bacteroidetes such as Kordia algicida they could potentially be involved in their algicidal properties or provide an anti-predatory mechanism. Presence of multiple tandem copies of these peptides in organisms such as Microscilla, Herpetosiphon and Kordia, or multiple repeats in the same polypeptide is consistent with such a defensive role which could select for diversity in the peptides.
Systems prototyped by the teichuronopeptide biosynthesis pathway. Several bacteria contain distinctive polysaccharidepeptide conjugates in addition to peptidoglycan on their cell surfaces. 80 One such is teichuronopeptide, a highly acidic copolymer of glucuronic acid and amino acids such as glutamate that contributes to alkaliphily 81 of organisms such as Bacillus halodurans (Bacillus lentus). Experimental studies have implicated the TupA gene in the biosynthesis of this product 82 but the mode of action of this protein has not been understood. We detected an ATP-grasp related to the D-Ala-D-Ala ligase version in TupA (Fig. 2, ESI) and accordingly suggest that it is the ligase required for synthesis of the polyglutamate portion of the teichuronopeptide (Fig. 1) . The B.halodurans TupA is present in an operon that additionally encodes three paralogous proteins with an ATP-grasp related to the cyanophycin synthetase family, fused to a C-terminal acylphosphatase domain (Fig. 4) . These genes are further embedded within a larger gene cluster involved in teichoic acid biosynthesis and transport. A comparable combination of genes is also seen in alkali resistant bacteria such as Dethiobacter alkaliphilus and Oceanobacillus, and the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon degrading Mycobacterium sp. JLS. The gene neighborhoods from D.alkaliphilus and Mycobacterium sp. JLS are characterized by the presence of a third type of ATP-grasp that is related to the RimK family ( Fig. 3 and 4) . It is conceivable that the additional ATP-grasp proteins in the gene neighborhood catalyze further linkages between amino acids or between amino acids and sugars in teichuronopeptides. The lateral transfer of this neighborhood might have been important in the emergence of alkali resistance in various distantly-related bacteria. The version in Mycobacterium sp. JLS is different in that the ATP-grasp proteins contain fusions to alpha-alpha toroid domains ( Fig. 3 and 4) . Such alpha-alpha toroids are also fused to a poly-gamma glutamate synthetase-type Mur-ligase in Mycobacterium sp. KMS. It possible that these proteins are involved in the synthesis of the highly modified cell surface mycolic acid derivatives in these mycobacteria with the alpha-alpha toroids acting as scaffolds for the synthesis of these molecules.
Members of the TupA family are also detected in a wide range of bacteria such as firmicutes, actinobacteria, proteobacteria, spirochaetes, bacteroidetes, fusobacteria and cyanobacteria (Table 1 ). These include wfdG and wfdR involved in E.coli/Shigella O-antigen biosynthesis operons, and the Streptococcus pneumoniae wcyV involved in capsular biosynthesis. 83, 84 These TupA family genes are combined with genes that encode proteins involved in biosynthesis of cellsurface polysaccharides such as the O-Antigen in proteobacteria and the capsule in firmicutes (Fig. 4 and 5, ESI, Table 1 ). The TupA family ATP-grasp is also fused in some of these organisms to family 1 and family 2 glycosyltransferases, and capsular biosynthesis-type PP2A-fold phosphatases (Fig. 3) . These operons might also encode multiple paralogous copies of TupA or the RimK-related ATP-grasp protein found in the above-described neighborhoods from D.alkaliphilus and Mycobacterium sp. JLS. Comparable operons with just this family of RimK-related ATP-grasp genes are also found sporadically in bacteria and one euryarchaeon in combination with other capsular biosynthesis genes. Studies in Proteus and Providencia have shown that sugars of the cell surface O-antigen are further aminoacylated by D-and L-aspartic acid residues. 85, 86 We predict that ATP-grasp genes in these operons catalyze this ligation of amino acids to sugar moieties in these polymers. The wide phyletic distribution of TupA-family centered and related operons suggests that sugar/sugar acid and amino acid conjugates are a common feature of the capsules and other distinctive cell surface polymers of a large number of bacteria. The presence of up to four ATP-grasp genes in some of these operons suggests peptide chains with complexity comparable to the peptide linkages in peptidoglycan might be present in some of these polymers.
Siderophore and cofactor modifying systems. The siderophore vibrioferrin 39 belongs to a large class of siderophores that are condensation products of amino acids and 2-oxo acids. 87 The primary condensation reactions of these siderophores are catalyzed by the PvsB/D type ligases which belong to the serine/threonine/tyrosine (STY) kinase fold. 88 Previously, only the vibrioferrin biosynthesis system from Vibrio species was characterized as containing an additional ligase of the ATP-grasp fold. 87 We found comparable operons in various other proteobacteria, actinobacteria and Deinococcus (Fig. 4) . Most of these operons are rather stereotypic and combine the ATP-grasp gene with genes encoding STY kinase fold ligases with siderophore transporters and receptors. This suggests that the system for synthesis of vibrioferrin-like siderophores has been widely disseminated across phylogenetically distant bacteria by lateral transfer.
We also obtained evidence for new functional links for the MptN and CofF families of ATP-grasp peptide ligases and for the presence of parallel systems in bacteria. Both the MptN and CofF families of peptide ligases appear to be derived from the more universal LysX family in the archaea (ESI). The LysX-like lineage appears to be the archaeal equivalent of the RimK lineage of the bacteria and the two were probably represented by a common ancestral version in LUCA. We observed that the MptN family, which catalyzes the ligation of a glutamate residue to tetrahydromethanopterin to form tetrahydrosarcinapterin, 33 has been laterally transferred to the bacterial lineages (e.g. planctomycetes and proteobacteria). These bacterial versions show a strongly conserved neighborhood with enzymes such as methylene tetrahydromethanopterin cyclohydrolase, the formaldehyde activating enzyme and tetrahydromethanopterin formyltransferase (Fig. 4 , ESI) which are involved in the biosynthesis of tetrahydromethanopterin. Thus, it is likely that these bacteria produce a similarly modified pterin co-factor. Further, the bacterial operons contain a second ATP-grasp gene, suggesting that there might be an additional glutamylation of the co-factor in these organisms. The CofF family ATP-grasp catalyzes the addition of the third glutamate residue to the coenzyme F420, 33 whereas the first two are added by an unrelated ligase termed CofE. 34 We detected a Mur family peptide ligase in the conserved gene-neighborhoods containing the CofF gene (Fig. 4) , which might catalyze the ligation of the fourth glutamate which is known to occur in F420. 34 This is reminiscent of the Mur ligase which ligates glutamate to pterin-derived folates of bacteria. 33 Additionally, the MptN gene neighborhoods might encode a M20 family metallopeptidase (phosphorylase fold), whereas the CofF gene neighborhoods encode a M50-like metallopeptidase (Fig. 4) . Thus, these peptide-modified cofactors could be regulated by removal of the peptide moieties by these linked peptidases.
We found that the RimK lineage, the bacterial counterpart of the LysX-MptN-CofF clade of the archaea, are also tightly linked in predicted operons to two distinct peptidases, one of the pepsin superfamily and the second related to succinylglutamate desuccinylase of the phosphorylase fold (see SCOP database; http://scop.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/scop/). Interestingly, we found in several bacteria this gene-neighborhood contains genes encoding 5-formyltetrahydrofolate cyclo-ligase which is a key enzyme in folate metabolism. 89 At least in these bacteria, it is likely that the glutamylation of folate or a related pterin-derivative is catalyzed by the RimK-like enzymes. While in most bacteria the Mur ligase, folylpolyglutamate synthetase, is believed to catalyze the ligation of glutamates to folates, it is conceivable that as in the MptN and CofF systems there might be more than one glutamate ligase catalyzing successive glutamylations. It is also possible that RimK might catalyze glutamylation of other co-factors in these organisms. Whatever the case, these observations do suggest the possibility that the common ancestor of the LysX-like and RimK-like families might have already catalyzed glutamylation of cofactors in LUCA.
Evolutionary considerations
Origin of non-ribosomal peptide/amide formation activity and relationship to other reactions. The ribosomal synthesis of peptides is remarkable in being catalyzed by one of the two universal ribozymes (the other being RNAse P) that might have been inherited directly from the earliest proteinsynthesizing systems of the so called ''RNA-world''. 90 While several non-ribosomal peptide ligases emerged subsequently, this ribozyme was never displaced by a protein catalyst. A survey of non-ribosomal peptide synthesis systems shows that this activity has emerged independently in several distinct folds: (1) ATP-grasp, (2) STY kinase, (3) COOH-NH2 ligase (glutamine synthetase-like), (4) GNAT (acetyltransferase fold), (5) Mur ligases of the P-loop kinase superfamily, (6) Condensation domain of peptide synthetases, (7) the E1-E2-(HECT E3) ligase system and (8) CofE-like proteins. Of these the ATP-grasp and the STY kinases are related folds sharing a common module 44, 46 while the rest are unrelated to each other. Thus, the multiple origins of the peptide ligase activity are clearly convergent.
Phyletic patterns of the ATP-grasp, the STY kinase-like, the COOH-NH 2 ligase, the GNAT and P-loop NTPase domains indicate that they were already present in the last universal common ancestor (LUCA) (see ESI). 52 In case of the ATP-grasp fold, three of the families traceable to LUCA are involved in purine metabolism (PurD, PurK and PurT, ESI). Further, the only representative of the STY kinase-like fold which can be confidently traced to LUCA is the SAICAR synthetase (PurC) (ESI) that retains the primitive features of the fold shared with the ATP-grasp. 91 Of these PurD, PurT and PurC catalyze amide bond formation reactions similar to peptide ligation. This suggests that the common ancestor of the ATP-grasp and STY kinase-like folds was probably a generic ligase that functioned in the context of purine metabolism. Thus, an amide-bond forming activity related to peptide ligation was probably an ancestral feature of the STY-kinase and ATP-grasp folds and emerged well-before LUCA itself. The inference of the common ancestor of the RimK and LysX-MptN-CofF in LUCA suggests that bona fide peptide ligase activity had emerged in the ATP-grasp fold by this time. This probably marks the first emergence of a genuine non-ribosomal peptide synthesis mechanism. The amide-forming reactions in glutamine synthesis appear to be an ancestral feature of the COOH-NH 2 ligase fold and emerged prior to LUCA (ESI). However, bona fide peptide ligation reactions such as those in glutathione synthesis and pupylation appear to have emerged only in the bacterial lineage. While the activity of the SAICAR synthetase suggests an ancestral amide-forming reaction in the STY-kinase like fold, the peptide-ligases involved in siderophore biosynthesis (see above) are closer to the protein kinases than to SAICAR synthetase. 88 Hence, these peptide ligases appear to represent a secondary re-acquisition of this activity from a kinase ancestor in the bacterial lineages. A similar kinase to peptide-ligase transition is postulated for the Mur ligases in the bacterial superkingdom, albeit from the entirely unrelated P-loop fold. 52 Interestingly, these peptide ligases also emerged in the context of bacterial peptidoglycan biosynthesis and cofactor glutamylation just as seen in some of the above peptide ligases. While present in LUCA, GNATs acquired their role as peptide ligases only in the bacterial lineage in the context of peptidoglycan metabolism (Fem ligases) and the N-end rule. Among the components related to ubiquitin-ligation, E1 enzymes were present in LUCA but functioned as enzymes which adenylated and thiocarboxylated Ubls. 10 A rudimentary form of peptide ligation emerged as a part of a distinctive bacterial cysteine biosynthesis pathway catalyzed by E1 enzymes. But only upon partnering with the E2 enzymes, which first emerged in the bacterial superkingdom, did they become part of the Ub-peptide ligation system. 8, 10 Other peptide-ligase folds appear to be purely lineagespecific innovations. The condensation domain of the giant non-ribosomal peptide synthetases appears to have emerged from the CoA-dependent acyltransferases probably in the actinobacteria as a part of the biosynthetic pathway for antibiotics and other secondary metabolites. Subsequently they appear to have been widely disseminated across bacteria. On at least one occasion a class-I amino acyl tRNA synthetase appears to have been recruited to form an amide linkage like a peptide bond in synthesis of mycothiol in certain bacterial lineages (see above). 35, 65 The presence of a paralog of the class-II histidinyl tRNA synthetase in a potential peptide synthesis operon (see above) suggests that there might have been independent recruitments of tRNA synthetases for such reactions. While most innovations of peptide-ligases appear to have occurred in bacteria, thus far only one such innovation is seen in the archaea-the distinctive CofE fold. 34 However, it appears to have been laterally transferred to several bacteria, where it is often fused to an asparagine synthetase domain (ESI) indicating that it might participate in peptide ligation reactions other than the modifications of cofactors which are observed in archaea.
Interestingly, many of the folds in which peptide ligases emerged also share commonalities in the other reactions they catalyze. On one hand, the ATP-grasp, STY kinase, the P-loop kinase superfamily and the COOH-NH2 ligases include both kinases and ligases. On the other hand the GNAT fold, condensation domain of peptide synthetases and the E1-E2 system generally utilize diverse thioester intermediates; a similar reaction is also observed in certain members of the ATP-grasp fold as in BtrJ in butirosin biosynthesis or the succinyl CoA synthetase. 20, 45, 92, 93 As described above in the STY kinase there appears to have been transitions in both direction from ligases to kinases and back. Whereas Mur ligases have emerged from a kinase ancestor of the P-loop fold, 52 the kinases of the COOH-NH2 ligase fold (e.g. arginine and creatinine kinases) have a more restricted distribution and are likely to have been derived relatively late in bacteria from an ancestral GatB-type enzyme (ESI). In the ATP-grasp fold, other than in one of the domains of the carbamoyl phosphate synthetase, the decoupling of ligase and kinase activities rarely took place. Thus, these folds appear to have exploited their basic ability to utilize the free energy of phosphate linkages or carbon-sulfur linkages in either stand-alone form (kinase reaction) or as part of a more complex reaction (peptide/amide bond formation).
Diversification of non-ribosomal peptide synthesis systems in bacteria. In an earlier work on evolution of E1 enzymes we observed that their diversification was closely linked to the pathways to which they were recruited. 10 Versions involved in ancient metabolic pathways tended to be conservative, whereas those involved in synthesis or modification of secondary metabolites such as peptide antibiotics and signaling molecules tended to show an enormous diversity both in terms of the E1 enzyme itself as well as its predicted operonic associations. However, these diverse operonic associations tended to draw from a relatively small common group of enzymes such as acetylases, methylases and functionally related but structurally distinct peptidases. 10 We observed a remarkably parallel diversification of the peptide ligases considered in this study. Most ancient representatives of these folds involved in amino acid and purine metabolism are rather conservative. The versions involved in glutathione and peptidoglycan biosynthesis show greater lineage-specific diversification, but those involved in the various, more sporadically distributed peptide and secondary metabolite synthesis/modification systems appear to be far more diversified in their operonic associations and architectures. Nevertheless, there are some stereotypic contextual linkages that appear to be preserved throughout the diversification of these peptide ligases (Fig. 5, Table 1 ).
The widespread nature of these connections suggests two possible explanations that are not mutually exclusive: (1) multiple convergent assemblies of operons or domain architectures with similar syntax involving peptide ligases and peptidases due to the selective pressure for tight functional cooperation. (2) Duplications of an operon or architecture prototype followed by in situ displacement of particular components by evolutionarily distinct but functionally equivalent counterparts (usually the peptidases and in some cases peptide ligases). While it is difficult to differentiate between the two, certain examples support one or the other scenarios. In the case of the cyanophycin synthetase and the related cyanophycin synthetase-like system it is clear that the core ATP-grasp domains are closely related but the second ligase domain is of a different fold. Given that they are both likely to catalyze two ligation steps it is plausible that there has been an in situ displacement of the second ligase by a functional equivalent. Similarly in the case of the firmicute glutathione forming enzyme it appears that the classical glutathione synthetase ATP-grasp ligase was displaced by a ligase related to the cyanophycin synthetase ATP-grasp domain. However, it is quite possible that the more general connections between different peptidases and ligases emerged convergently due to selective pressures of functional cooperation (e.g. Pup ligase and proteasomal peptidases or the cell-wall ligases and VanY peptidases).
Further, as in the case of the E1 system, we noted that the diversification of these peptide ligases in the context of secondary metabolite and peptidoglycan metabolism was accompanied by emergence of operonic associations with a relatively small pool of enzymes, such as PLPDE aminotransferases, methylases and acetylases (Fig. 5 ). This phenomenon is mainly observed in phylogenetically diverse, nonautotrophic bacteria with large genomes and a complex metabolism (ESI). The increased number of duplications and lateral transfers that accompany an increase in genome size seem to provide multiple paralogous copies of genes that serve as the evolutionary raw material for generation of secondary metabolism pathways. Organisms with large genomes also tend to divide more slowly. Hence, production of antibiotics and other secondary metabolites, which might inhibit other microbes to prevent resource competition, repel predators or kill other cells to release their nutrients, provides these organisms with a major selective advantage. Most of these pathways appear to form around a core set of genes encoding one or more ATP-grasp ligases (less frequently a ligase of some other fold) and a peptidase. This core is combined with either genes encoding a ribosomally synthesized peptide or genes catalyzing the formation of a modified amino acid. This latter set appears to be subjected to the greatest lineage-specific diversity (Fig. 4 and 5) , probably in response to the selective pressure of resistance against the secondary metabolites. There is also evidence for larger scale recombination of secondary metabolite biosynthesis pathways. For example, the butirosin, friulimicin and vibrioferrin systems appear to have emerged from the coalescence of a simple peptide synthesis system based on the ATP-grasp domains (comparable to the antibiotic bacilysin) with multiple components from other distinct systems. In the butirosin system we have the confluence of 3 distinct modules: (1) classical aminoglycoside biosynthesis, (2) the BtrH-like transpeptidase from nonribosomally synthesized peptide antibiotic biosynthesis pathways and (3) the ATP-grasp-dependent peptide biosynthesis system (Fig. 4 and 5) . In friulimicin there is a combination of multidomain non-ribosomal peptide synthetases with the ATP-grasp centered system, whereas in cell-surface polymer biosynthesis there is a combination of polysaccharide biosynthesis systems with the ATP-grasp-based peptide synthesis system.
Origin of peptide tagging of proteins from peptide synthesis systems. Multiple, functionally diversified peptide tags, which are added to proteins, are universally found in eukaryotes. While most major eukaryotic peptide tags are traceable to the last eukaryotic common ancestor (LECA), their provenance has until recently been largely unclear. Comparable systems do not appear to be prevalent in archaea. While little is known of peptide tags in bacteria beyond the few well-characterized examples, several recent studies are making it clear that the precursors of the eukaryotic peptide tagging systems lie in the bacterial world. 8, 10, 12 The current study, taken together with earlier studies, presents the following consistent picture across different groups of peptide tags ligated by structurally unrelated folds of enzymes: the earliest representatives of these folds catalyzed reactions mechanistically related to peptide ligation, but in entirely distinct contexts, such as cofactor, amino acid and nucleotide metabolism. Subsequently, in bacterial evolution these ancient metabolic enzymes appear to have spawned a diversity of enzymes producing peptides and related amide-bond metabolites ranging from the pan-bacterial peptidoglycan to lineage-specific antibiotics and siderophores. From within this diversity of peptide and amide synthesis systems actual peptide tagging systems appear to have independently emerged in at least four structurally distinct scaffolds, namely the GNATs, COOH-NH 2 -ligases, ATP-grasp and the E1-E2 system. Identification of the alpha-E domain-associated system and the stramenopile YEATS domain-linked COOH-NH2-ligases in the current study suggests that there are multiple examples of such modifications that remain unexplored.
In this study we detected the first bacterial homologs of the eukaryotic TTL in a number of free-living bacteria (e.g. TK90DRAFT_2815, gi: 224818354 from Thioalkalivibrio, ESI), which in certain cases are fused to a 2-oxoglutaratedependent dioxygenase related to prolyl hydroxylases. It is conceivable that these enzymes were modifying target proteins in bacteria both by peptide tags and oxidative modification of side chains (i.e. if fused to the dioxygenase). Such a combination of modifying activities is also seen in eukaryotes where we have previously reported fusions of the TTL domain to the SET protein methyltransferase domain 94 (Fig. 3) . Thus, eukaryotic TTLs which catalyze a range of peptide-tagging reactions on proteins might have emerged from an ancestral bacterial version. Peptide tags added by TTLs are traceable to the last eukaryotic common ancestor (LECA) and are required for the assembly of quintessential eukaryotic structures such as the tubulin cytoskeleton and possibly also chromatin. Taken together these observations suggest that, along with ubiquitination, ATP-grasp-dependent modifications were acquired prior to LECA from the bacterial component perhaps in course of the symbiogenic origin of the eukaryotes. This, along with other previously reported observations, 95 strongly suggests that bacterial genetic contributions were behind the emergence of key features in quintessentially eukaryotic structures such as cytoskeleton and chromatin.
We were unable to obtain evidence for a functional linkage in bacteria between peptide-ligase-dependent peptide-tagging and ATP-dependent protein unfolding/degradation in systems other than pupylation and the N-end rule. Thus, the coupling of these systems probably evolved only on a few occasions in bacteria. Limited phyletic distribution of pupylation suggests that it possibly arose relatively recently from a system similar to the marinostatin/microviridin peptide modification system. Like these metabolites Pup is a small, largely disordered protein; however, instead of cyclization its associated ligase conjugates it to proteins. But the universality of peptide-tagging in targeting proteins for ATP-dependent unfolding and degradation in bacteria and eukaryotes is indicated by the presence, respectively, of tmRNA-based and the E1-E2-based systems in these two superkingdoms. 6, 8, 10 While there are a few archaeal peptide ligases which might be candidates for tagging of proteins, we did not find convincing evidence that any of them might be linked to protein degradation in archaea. This is strange since archaea do have robust ATP-dependent protein degradation systems (e.g. cognates of the eukaryotic proteasome). Hence, it is possible that they possess their own unidentified tagging system which might be RNA-dependent like the bacterial tmRNA system. Circumstantial support for this proposal is seen in the form of the previously observed linkage between the genes encoding proteasomal components and RNA-processing enzymes in archaea. 96 
General conclusions
While the there has been an explosion of genomic sequences from prokaryotes, there has not been a commensurate effort to understand the regulatory and metabolic novelties of most bacterial lineages. In particular, the potential of genomics in discovering novel natural products, which span a bewildering diversity from non-ribosomally synthesized storage polypeptides to interesting low molecular weight secondary metabolites, has been under-utilized. The discovery of processes such as pupylation 13 and novel cofactor modification pathways 33 also highlights the diversity of regulatory mechanisms in non-model bacterial systems. Together with earlier studies on the prokaryotic antecedents of the Ub-system, we note that peptide/amide-bond forming ligase domains and their functional partners are a rich source of catalysts of the biochemical diversity generated by bacteria. While the gigantic multidomain peptide ligases and aminoglycoside biosynthesis pathways have been studied extensively as a potential source for new catalysts of antibiotic synthesis, 78, 97 other peptide ligase systems have been less studied. In the current study we show that they define several novel pathways for secondary metabolism biosynthesis as well as possible regulatory pathways that involve peptide-tagging of target proteins. There are manifold ramifications of the findings presented here. Firstly, the general evolutionary principles related to the invention of peptide/amide-bond forming enzymes as well as peptide-tagging systems have been considerably clarified. Further, we uncover or clarify the biochemical mechanisms of certain poorly understood steps in synthesis of multiple antibiotics and cell-surface polymers. The data assembled here also serves as a repository for the experimental discovery of novel secondary metabolites and the biochemical engineering of antibiotics and related metabolites. Finally, presence of some of the systems uncovered in this study, for example the alpha-E domain containing ligases, in pathogens such as mycobacteria might help in directing experimental studies to better understand their pathogenesis.
Materials and methods
Structure similarity searches were conducted using the FSSP program, 98 and structural alignments were made using the MUSTANG program. 99 Protein structures were visualized and manipulated using the Swiss-PDB 100 and PyMol (http://pymol.sourceforge.net/) programs. Sequence profile searches were performed against the NCBI non-redundant (NR) database of protein sequences (National Center for Biotechnology Information, NIH, Bethesda, MD), and a locally compiled database of proteins from eukaryotes with completely or near-completely sequenced genomes. PSI-BLAST searches were performed using an expectation value (E-value) of 0.01 as the threshold for inclusion in the position-specific scoring matrix generated by the program; 101 searches were iterated until convergence. Profile-based HMM searches were performed using the newly released HMMER3 package (version beta 2). 102 Multiple alignments were constructed using the MUSCLE 103 and Kalign 104 programs, followed by manual correction based on
